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Banff is a place that changes lives, artistic lives, 
domestic lives, and business lives, and after thirty 
years I was coming back to the place that had so 
profoundly changed my life.  

Three decades ago, I, a student with a couple      
of poems published in literary magazines, had 
come to spend six weeks with Canada’s literary    
luminaries: W.O. Mitchell, Alistair MacLeod and 
Irving Layton, just to name a few. It was my dream 
to be a writer. 

  Now thirty years later, I returned to Banff, this 
time to learn the fundamentals of business in a 
workshop called Entrepreneur to CEO held by a 
unique organization – Canadian Environmental 
Technology Advancement Corporation-West 
(CETAC- WEST). The mandate of this one-of-a-kind 
program is to “bring the best help to the entrepre-
neur irrespective of means” or at least at a mini-
mum cost to the entrepreneur.

A lot had changed in those thirty years. Today  
The Banff Centre for Fine Arts is known as The 
Banff Centre for Creativity and Management. Old 

buildings have been torn down and several new 
ones built. But some things haven’t changed at all. 
The wind in the spruce at night, the elk that graze 
around the buildings, the crows with their ragged 
blackness flying amongst the trees, those moun-
tains that jut up at you no matter what window you 
look out, and of course, the timeless stone precipic-
es that change appearance with each second, each 
slant of sunlight, each cloud that passes, each snow 
crystal that falls.  

And perhaps that paradox of shifting appearances 
and perspectives can best illustrate some basic 
principles we were about to learn. The technology 
is different; the times are different; the financial 
climate is different, but good business principles 
remain unchanged.    

CETAC-WEST’s unique “mini MBA” mountain retreat
is a much needed help for the entrepreneur

Elona Malterre (with Mike Curry of Curry Industries) 
is a professional writer and published author with 
three decades of writing and teaching experience.  
She is currently the editor of EnviroLine: The Busi-
ness Publication for the Environment Industry.
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The two workshop leaders, Joe Lukacs and Dr. 
Blaine Lee have over 100 years of experience be-
tween them. 

Joe, who is the President and CEO of CETAC-WEST, 
and Blaine, the facilitator, have been running the 
workshop for 16 years. Together with the workshop 
mentors, they offer the attendees a “guru quality of 
help.” 

I was thrilled to be participating in what one past 
student had called a “five-day MBA program,” while 
experiencing some of the most spectacular vistas       
in the world.

As a pioneer in the oil and gas industry, Joe de-
veloped sulphur measurement methods and control 
technologies for sulphur operations around the world 
in the early 1960’s. He is affectionately described by 
those who know him as a kind of “Yoda figure,” the 
archetypal teacher. 

Blaine holds  a doctorate in business, is a former 
university professor and management consultant with 
clients from around the world. 

He related an anecdote to the workshop (which held 
about fifty people, including seminar participants; advi-

sors; sponsors and mentors – often former attendees 
who have succeeded as entrepreneurs). Blaine said he 
was once called in as an advisor for an international 
company having difficulty meeting its financing com-
mitments for an approximate $1.5 billion loan. Blaine 
explained the company’s CEO was called to meet with 
bankers in New York and Toronto. Upon his return, the 
CEO told Blaine, “The first time bankers hold you over 
the cliff, it’s kind of exciting. The second time they do 
it, it’s just kind of ho-hum.”

But, Blaine warned us: “As small businesses you 
cannot afford that kind of luxury.”

We all looked out at the mountain face, recalling 
what it felt like to be hanging over the cliff side – 
because that’s what being an entrepreneur is: taking 
risks that sometimes slide you to the precipice. The 
terrain that small to medium-sized business people 
traverse is filled with hazards. The purpose of the 
workshop is to alert mercantile adventurers to some 
dangers and offer them the tools and ongoing men-
torship to guide them through, across, over, beside or 
under the perils – all the while, keeping in mind that 
dangling over the side doesn’t necessarily mean you 
have to drop.

Guru quality of help for small
to medium-sized businesses

Joe Lukacs: “You want what? A million dollars!”
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No excuses, no exceptions
…time is money!

The first thing workshop participants learned was 
time is money. If you came back late from a coffee 
break or lunch you would be fined. Two “sheriffs” 
– who happened to be the biggest, burliest in the 
group – manned the doors. Arriving even fifteen 
seconds late, you had to drop a loonie or a toonie 
into the jar. If you swore, you’d be 
fined five or ten dollars – and if 
your cellphone rang it was twenty 
dollars. There were no excep-
tions. The rules were completely 
capricious and arbitrary depen-
dent upon the whims of Joe, who 
“owned” the sheriffs. At the end of 
the workshop the proceeds were 
donated to a deserving charity.

For the past few years CETAC has 
recognized outstanding achieve-
ment. And what was remarkable was 
the huge successes of those winners: 
the companies who were chosen as 
achievers on their own have $200 to $250 million 
in annual sales and employ 700 to 800 people. 
Surprisingly, most of these companies were just 
starting out when they encountered CETAC.

Some of the participants have come back several 
times because as Ian Dowsett, once a client and 
now a mentor said “You’re at different stages of 
your business at different times. And the informa-
tion you need as you start your business is different 
than what you need when your business has been 

running for four or five years.”

Workshop organizers joked that 
Ian keeps coming back because 
he’s a slow learner.

The keen wit and sense of hu-
mour shared by both Blaine and 
Joe quickly became a prominent 
element of the workshop. And it 
wasn’t long before the “Sheriff’s 
Fund” got its first cash injection 
when a cellphone rang. 

Margaret Kelly and Linda Hill, both 
of CETAC-WEST, exclaimed. “Of course 
it’s Joe’s!” The first donation was 
cheered and applauded and brought 

to mind the saying – “rules were made to be broken.” 
Many fellow attendees also appeared to take this ad-
age to heart, promising a bounty of pocket change that 
would contribute to the Fund throughout the week.

Margaret Kelly, CETAC-WEST with Joe 
Lukacs – “That’ll cost  you $20 Joe!”

Blaine Lee leading one of the opening sessions of the Entrepreneur to CEO Workshop.
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Workshop 2012 Theme:
Show Me The Deal

Despite the jokes and laughter, serious issues of 
honesty, sharing and trust shaped the workshop. 
The technologies being examined were different; 
the people discussing them had varying back-
grounds, their passions carved by diverse services 
and products. Nonetheless, those in attendance had 
faced or will face similar pitfalls as they attempt 
to grow their companies – problems with cash 
flow; difficulties defining their market. By listen-
ing to how the mentors were able to solve their 
own problems, participants were able to prepare 
themselves.

Every year the workshop has a different theme. 
This year it was SHOW ME THE DEAL.

After the preliminaries of schedules and the 
introduction of workshop mentors and sponsors –    

officials from The Government of Alberta, Environ-
ment Canada, and of course The Friends of CETAC, 
all who have helped make the workshop such a 
success for over a dozen years – the workshop stu-
dents introduced themselves. Special guests from 
National Research Council – Industrial Research 
Assistance Program (NRC-IRAP) were also in atten-
dance to educate entrepreneurs about alternative 
support and advisory services.

Most of the aspiring entrepreneurs had devel-
oped environmental products or services associ-
ated in some way with the energy industry. What 
used to be status quo in the industry ten years ago 
or even five years ago was simply no longer accept-
able and Doug Boyler, a guest attendee and Chief 
Operations Engineer with the Energy Resources 
Conservation Board (ERCB), listened attentively to 
the presentations.

Doug is the primary contact for those wishing to 
deploy new technologies in Alberta’s upstream oil 
and gas industry. 

Following a presentation by Homer Spencer, 
President of Seal Well Inc. who described the com-
pany’s patent for a permanent, leak-free technol-
ogy to seal abandoned wells, workshop leaders 
advised him to set up a meeting with Doug Boyler.

There’s an old saying: if you want to be rich, find a 
problem and solve it; if you want to be happy, help 
someone; and if you want peace, know yourself. 

Certainly there was emphasis on problem-solving, 
but throughout the day and evening, there was equal 
emphasis on helping others and getting to know 
yourself – your strengths – and just as important – 
your weaknesses.

The stakes for the approximately thirty workshop 
participants (students) had been raised from previous 
years. Three of them would be selected to present 
their proposals to prospective venture capitalists on 
the last afternoon of the workshop.

Twyla Legault of IRAP
“Turn your innovative technology into 

commercial advantage.”
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Wisdom #1
What business are you in?

Every year participants take wisdoms away from 
the workshop. The first wisdom Joe Lukacs posed 
to them in his opening address was “What business 
are you in?” The second wisdom was a question 
with three choices: Is your endeavor a business, a 
hobby or a lifestyle? The third wisdom was: “What 
pain are you solving for your client?”

Throughout the week, we heard these wisdoms 
repeated over and over, in addition to many others. 
This valuable advice could fill a book on busi-
ness practices and we joked about a possible title: 
CETAC: A Business Guide for the Untrained and 
Underfinanced. Better yet. CETAC: The Movie. We 
discussed who would play Joe. I argued for Richard 
Gere but Joe said ideally he would have liked to 
cast Peter Falk of Columbo fame. Linda said she 
didn’t care who played Joe, she just wanted Julia 

Roberts to play her…so who would play Blaine? 
Russell Crowe perhaps?

Each day of the workshop was dedicated to a 
specific topic –  business strategy, market strategy, 
financing or corporate governance.

To explore and expand on these wisdoms, our 
days were divided into four to six sections: formal 
discussions and group mentoring sessions, entre-
preneur interviews, panel discussions and individu-
al business case presentations. 

The evening presented opportunities for thought-
provoking breakout group case studies, followed by 
one-on-one mentoring sessions for workshop partici-
pants led by CETAC alumni.
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2012 CETAC-WEST 
Achievement Award winners

All three of CETAC-WEST’s 2012 Achievement 
Awards winners earned this recognition because 
they demonstrated the necessary criteria to suc-
ceed: vision, dedication, perseverance and courage.

Sharon Odegard is the President of Comfort Pak 
Canada, a company that designs, manufactures and 
distributes hot/cold therapeutic flax-filled packs. 
Sharon began working with the concept in 1995 
and went on to distribute her products at pharma-
cies and department stores throughout western 
Canada. She expanded her line to include compres-
sion socks for travellers, yoga cushions and walking 
sticks. She now wants to sell her business to the 
right buyer and go onto other things.

Fabian Wolk of Rockland Scientific and his 
partner developed a line of instruments to measure 
turbulence to meet the demands of the oceanic 
research market niche. The company was founded 
in 2006. Their products were so good that when 
purchasers bought one of the instruments, they 
had no need for any replacements. Fabian and 
his partner soon realized that their market would 
become saturated if they didn’t find new ideas and 
products.

Greg Sutton and his company TinyEYE Speech 
Therapy Services served as one of the workshop’s 
case studies so participants learned a great deal 
more about him and his enterprise than the other 
two winners.

This year’s Achievement Award recipients (from left to right) Fabian Wolk, Sharon Odegard and Greg Sutton (absent Marnee Brick)
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Greg’s sister Marnee Brick is a speech language 
pathologist (SLP) who used to spend most of her 
days driving from school to school to help chil-
dren with speech therapy classes, but very little of 
her time was actually spent delivering the actual 
sessions. Afterwards, her evenings were filled 
with report writing so her spare time was virtually 
non-existent. The time problem that Marnee faced 
was so widespread among career colleagues that it 
even had a name – “the plight of the SLP.”

A solutions-oriented guy, Greg created an interface 
for speech language pathologists and students using 
a web cam and the internet. The technology elimi-
nated the need for therapists to drive from site to site, 
enabling them to work from a single location. In addi-
tion, the interface generated the progress reports 
which previously had been done manually by the 
SLP’s. Greg estimated that case loads for the thera-
pists could be increased by 25 to 50 per cent without 
their having to devote evenings to report writing.

In spite of all reasonable logic and common 
sense, Greg was only able to sell to one school. No 
one else was buying. He said that it was frustrat-
ing when everyone kept saying, “I need a speech 
language pathologist.”

Business was bleak. Greg was preparing to let his 
staff go after one last Christmas party. His credit 
cards were maxed, his house had been mortgaged 
to the hilt.  Finally after making more than a 

thousand calls – and because he didn’t know what 
else to say – Greg blurted out “Okay, I’ll give you a 
speech pathologist along with the program.”

What Greg hadn’t realized was that schools have 
different kinds of budgets – capital expenditures as 
opposed to operational expenditures. Software fell 
under the capital expenditures allocation and those 
had been decided the previous year. However, the 
school boards did have money in their budgets for 
a speech pathologist which qualified as an opera-
tional expense and that spending allocation could 
be made locally.

This was Greg’s “eureka” moment. He suddenly 
realized that he hadn’t really been listening to the 
customer’s PAIN because he was so focused on his 
own technology. He needed to address where his 
product would fit with the customers’ needs, as 
well as their budget cycles.

Eventually he found an angel investor who 
helped him grow his business, but he was reluctant 
to take too much money. Greg told the attendees:

“There’s a story I always think of. When I was 
young, I used to go fishing with my grandpa. 
We’d get up at five in the morning and my 
grandma would always try to sneak a sand-
wich or snack for me to take out in the boat. 
My grandfather would yell ‘Don’t you feed 
that boy – he’ll catch more fish if he’s hun-
gry.’ I’ve always remembered that. So if you 
get too much money you stop being hungry.”

TinyEYE Therapy Services is now the world’s  
largest online therapy provider. The company     
employs 35 to 40 speech therapists and has      
completed more than 60,000 sessions online.

Greg Sutton of TinyEYE Speech Therapy Services
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Entrepreneur Case Study:
Finding the pain

CETAC participants, particularly in recent years, 
have excelled. 

Joe Lukacs described it this way: “Some of our 
clients started to do really well – so well in fact,   
we were past the point of just recognizing them for 
achievement awards. So we thought we’d create 
another level of recognition – Entrepreneur of the 
Year Award. We’ve awarded four of these so far and 
without a doubt, what these businesses accom-
plished was beyond anyone’s imagination.”

Most of the former Entrepreneurs of the Year 
winners were in attendance at this year’s work-
shop and freely shared their experiences. All of the 
companies hoped for growth and success, but these 
came coupled with unexpected challenges.

Scott Van Vliet (Entrepreneur of the Year with    
his brother Todd) described how their father’s com-
pany SaveOnJetFuel was started to fill the need 
for helicopter fuel to fight fires in remote areas. 

The company developed a reputation for being 
the people “who could make things happen”. Scott   
and Todd saw a strategic opportunity to deliver 
fuel to oil sands projects and subsequently started 
Environmental Refueling Systems Inc. (ERS). 

In 2005, ERS signed an enviable contract with 
Nexen to supply fuel for its construction mega- 
projects, but the opportunity critically morphed 
into a challenge because ERS had to finance the 
gap between accounts payable (net 10 days) and 
accounts receivable with its line of credit.

The written case study described the problem 
this way – it’s not unusual for oil companies to take 
90 to 120 days to pay bills and Nexen’s payments 
were consistent with industry standards. “So it 
didn’t take long for our line of credit to become 
over-extended. The bank refused to increase our 
limit and without payment the refiners refused to 
provide us with more fuel.”, explained Scott.

Joe Lukacs and Scott chronicled the subsequent 
events at the debriefing of their case study. 

When the bank turned them down, Scott was 
desperate. He called Joe to ask his opinion on how 
to handle the situation.

Joe asked Scott, “Who has the greatest pain if the 
fuel isn’t delivered?” 

Immediately Scott called his contact at Nexen 
who was ultimately the one person who would be 
held responsible if work stopped because the com-
pany had no fuel. Scott asked for quicker payment. 
Nexen responded in a few days and the issue was 
resolved to everyone’s satisfaction…for the time 
being!

(left to right) Mary-Lou Manson of Enviro-Tub Inc., Scott Van Vliet   
of Environmental Refuelling and Mike Nielsen of EnviroVault
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2012 Entrepreneur of the Year: 
Your greatest competition 
can simply be tradition

Russ Hebblethwaite earned the 2012 Entrepre-
neur of the Year Award for EnviroVault, an enter-
prise that has experienced remarkable growth.

The company manufactures and markets “the 
most environmentally friendly and safe above 
ground storage tanks available.” 

The original design consisted of an interior
retrofit for tanks used primarily in the oil and 
gas industry which allows for easy, cost-effective 
access to valves and gauges that can freeze and 
leak in northern Alberta. With EnviroVault, time 
and costs for messy cleanups and maintenance 
are greatly reduced.

Currently EnviroVault dominates “the internal 
chamber market because we’re the only ones 
doing it. We’ve done estimates and I believe we 
have probably about 35 per cent [of the market]. 
In the heavy oil market we’re tapping close to 
100 per cent. There’s very little out there to 
compete with us.”, says Hebblethwaite.

Workshop participants discussed how the 
notion of a safe, cost-effective tank should have 
been a “no-brainer”. 

At EnviroVault’s start-up, however, the status 
quo for the industry didn’t require it to make 
changes until later in the company’s transition. 

Back then, it seemed that industry officials were 
reluctant to change because they didn’t see 
anything wrong with the way things were being 
done. Once cost savings were proven, in conjunc-
tion with the safety and environmental benefits, 
a shift in the industry began to emerge.

One of the things entrepreneurs have to know 
early in the game is this – is their product a mar-
ket pull or a technology push? 

It’s easier to sell if there’s a need – if the cus-
tomer knows he has a pain and wants relief. 

But traditionally, customers are reluctant to 
take a chance if they don’t have to.

Mike Nielsen, EnviroVault’s general manager,
succinctly offered “Sometimes your greatest 
competition is simply tradition.”

Blaine Lee explained this business principle 
– when approaching a potential customer with 
your product, if that customer is comfortable 
with things the way they are because they’re 
making money, then it’s really tough to get that 
customer to re-adapt. 

Blaine added, “Generally the rule is that if 
you’re going to get them to change, you need to 
offer them a benefit that is at minimum, 25 to 35 
per cent greater than what they currently have – 

and that you can provide 
a payout of the cost that 
is consistent with indus-
try norms – otherwise 
they’re not likely to make 
a change.” 

Again, we were presented 
with some invaluable infor-
mation. But there was still 
so much more to learn.

(left to right) Entrepreneur of the 
Year 2012, Russ Hebblethwaite   
of EnviroVault with Terry Moffatt 
and Sean Frisky
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Garnette Weber:
Get to know your market

Wednesday morning Garnette Weber spent an 
entire session explaining and reinforcing the im-
portance of marketing strategy to the participants.

“Choose a market segment and focus,” Garnette 
warned. “Avoid making the mistake of believing 
your product is the much-needed solution to every-
one. You may believe that, but potential buyers and 
investors won’t and will consider you naïve. Know 
your demographics.”

She suggested workshop attendees gauge the 
following points in their assessments:

•  Are there customers who need your product?

•  Why would they buy?

•  Is there a willingness to pay the price?

•  Why should they buy from you?

•  Why would they buy now?

•  Discover the decision cycle time; in other   
 words – how long between decision to   
 payment?

The Wednesday and Thursday sessions were 
intensely focused on marketing strategy implementa-
tion and finances. 

All the presenters including John Sames from Sul-
phur Experts, Garnette and Dan Weber from ITRACKS, 
and Miki Zahner of Accurata Inc. are experts in their 
field.

Dan Weber began by saying that he and his wife 
Garnette have “been invited to participate in the 
CETAC conferences for 12 years. But we started first as 
attendees and we learned so much.” 

Their company now services 25 of the “Top 50” 
market research firms in the world and ITRACKS  has 
also collected research data for Sony, IBM, AT&T and 
Hasbro.

The information offered up yet another example of 
the uniqueness of the CETAC experience. People who 
have generous teachers become generous teachers 
themselves. Having been mentored by Joe, Blaine and 
others, Garnette and Dan now come back year after 
year to share their titan quality of expertise.

A cellphone rang. Margaret and Linda both scolded 
with a characteristic single word – “Joe!” as Margaret 
rolled her eyes.

Fabian Wolk (left) of Rockland Scientific
with John Sames of Sulphur Experts

Garnette Weber, ITRACKS
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Finances have to be the
lifeblood of any business

The financial segment provided a perception-
changing lesson in accounting. Gone were the 
rows and rows of Excel spreadsheets. We learned 
that with just one glance at a simple rectangle, we 
would be able to determine whether a company 
was making the best use of its resources.

Bob Burton has worked as a CFO for a number 
of companies. His definition of an accountant is 
“someone who solves a problem you didn’t know you 
had, in a way you’ll never understand.” His session 
was re-titled by this year’s group: Bob Rocks!

This statement set the tone for his lecture on how 
complicated financial statements often blur critical 
information rather than clarify it.

But despite the pervasive irony, Bob’s message 
was clear. “Finances have to be the lifeblood of any 
business and no amount of brilliance in vision is 
going to make you succeed unless you have your 
company’s finances under control.” As an instructor 
with vast experience, Bob admits that he too, con-
tinues to evolve, learn and perfect his techniques.

Bob explained how in the past year, he had facili-
tated a few small financial clinics for CETAC clients 
that allowed him to focus intently on patterns. 

“These clinics were held with a requirement that 
the CEO would bring in the financial statements he 
used on a daily and monthly basis. And it was quite 
an eye-opener for everyone. After the first clinic 
I thought it might be visually helpful to provide a 
drawing of what I see when I look at their balance 
sheet and income statement. This diagram showed 
what someone would expect to see on a company’s 
Profit and Loss Statement (P/L). It was amazing how 
a simple picture could really set things off.”

His chart was a single square. SALES (left column). 
The next column was subdivided into two sections: 
COST OF SALES and GROSS MARGIN (GM). Each of 
these two sections was further divided into a total 
of nine contributing items that impact the overall 
success of a business.

Bob Burton’s
Three Financial Truths

First…when it comes to the assessment of your 
financial health and your income-earning activities, 
financial reports prepared by outside accountants 
do not help you manage your business. Think about 
it! How good is financial information about your 
business “once a year and three months after the 
year is completed?”

Second…real business winners concentrate as 
much or more on Gross Margin, Cash Flow and Bal-
ance Sheet strength as they do on reported profits.

Third…you need a clear picture of the true cost 
and profit picture for your business. This is often 
obscured by faulty accounting practices character-
ized by such things as being unorganized, over- 
complicated or poorly-designed.
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The day ended with Bob’s announcement of a 
case study for participants to work on that evening. 
He piqued our curiosity by describing the case 
study as one filled with a great amount of “sus-
pense and intrigue”.

Only an accountant could make such a statement 
about numbers. Fortunately our group had three 
very capable numeristas who put the right items in 
the right columns, then used the necessary formu-
lae to make the picture look “sort of” right.

On Day One, participants were divided into four 
groups for evening case studies. Thursday night, 
each group had to show a picture of how the said 
company’s finances measured up. As it turned 
out, four groups had four different pictures which 
caused Bob to throw up his hands and send us back 
to the lodge to drink mulled wine for the rest of                
the evening.

In front of the stone fireplace, a few of us who 
were more financially challenged than the rest – 
raised a cup to “Creativity in Management” – the 
Banff Centre’s slogan. 

According to CETAC wisdom, you need five crucial 
people for a successful company. 

They’re called THE STARTING FIVE. There’s the 
visionary leader, the technology/product champion, 
the sales/marketing champion, the operations 
champion and the financial champion. 

In our vision, made even clearer with mulled 
wine, we agreed to hire Bob Burton as our financial 
champion.

Anouk Kendall of WADE Canada with financial expert, Bob Burton
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Venture capitalists:
The Angel’s Council

Thursday afternoon had been marked with even 
more suspense. 

The workshop organizers announced the three 
participants whose business cases exhibited enough 
viability to be showcased for the venture capitalists. 

Homer Spencer of Seal Well Inc. was called into 
action as well as Phyllis Day Chief of Advanced Water 
Technologies. Her company provides environmentally-
friendly solutions to deal with complaints of alga bloom, 
sludge and odor issues in bodies of water. Joshua Anhalt 
completed the group. He is President of GreenPath 
Energy Ltd. which specializes in fugitive emission 
management programs for the oil, gas and petrochem-
ical industries. 

Thursday night, we had noticed that our three class-
mates were absent from the fireside get-together, but 
doubted any of them slept much with all the excite-
ment.

As I looked around the room Friday morning, Homer 
who sat next to me, kept fingering his handwritten 
notes, lifting one page, then another. Phyllis scrolled 
through information on her iPad. Joshua too kept his 
eye on his laptop. 

Blaine also noticed their nervousness. Both he and 
Joe assured them that the investors coming were com-
pletely unlike the idea-slamming celebrities from The 
Dragon’s Den. CETAC’s venture capitalists as it turned 

out, were not only kind teachers offering advice to the 
entrepreneurs, but they were truly generous angels 
sharing their wisdom and expertise.

Blaine asked everyone to sum up what they had 
heard, particularly the questions the investors asked. 
The audience responded randomly: “I want to see 
where the pain is.” “I need to understand where the 
money’s coming from.” “I need to understand the 
market, and I need to know that you understand the 
market, and then we can track it down so we really 
have a value proposition.”

Homer Spencer of Seal Well Inc. Phyllis Day Chief, 
Advanced Water Technologies

Joshua Anhalt, GreenPath Energy Ltd.

(left to right) Mentors Mark Carlson, Shawn Abbott and Hal Hamilton
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Few career relationships are as
important as one with a MENTOR

There’s an old Scottish saying that came from 
the highlands that through the years, has evolved 
into a logical fallacy.

“Many a mickle makes a muckle,” which is 
intended to mean that many little things accu-
mulate into a substantial quantity. 

According to Wikipedia, that irreplaceable 
online reference for writers everywhere, the 
“form is erroneous since mickle and muckle both 
mean ‘large amount.’ The correct forms of the 
saying are ‘many a little makes a mickle’ or ‘many 
a pickle makes a mickle” but these are no longer 
commonly heard. 

Our many mickles of loonies and toonies and 
Joe’s donation of $20 accumulated to $480 in 
the “Sheriff’s Fund”, which was then donated to 
charity.

What’s important is the truth of accumula-
tion –  because that’s how learning happens for 
entrepreneurs, investors, poets, bankers, inven-
tors and even teachers. A little trial, a little error 
accumulate into a lot of wisdom. But the lesson 

here is that a good mentor can take a great deal 
of the pain out of the school of error and hard 
knocks.

Over the years, CETAC has pieced together a 
collection of wisdoms. One of them is “there are 
few career relationships as important as the one 
you have with a mentor.”

We closed the week with a debriefing, but it was 
a debriefing that flowed in two directions. Work-
shop leaders Joe and Blaine thanked us for our 
time, but also for sharing what we had learned.

And that was another unique quality about the 
CETAC workshop. Learning is reciprocal. Every-
one was actively engaged in looking at the prob-
lems that past entrepreneurs have faced and 
future entrepreneurs will face. Hopefully those 
of us participating in this year’s workshop as 
students will come back in future years as mentors 
and share our wisdom with those with the same 
passion and good ideas – but who also need help.John Jackson John Jorgensen

Dennis McCoy Hal Hamilton
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In story telling it’s an old adage that when two 
people come together in a narrative, they change 
each other with each interaction – otherwise you 
just have a static story. Learning happens at both 
ends of the classroom in Banff.

So what did I learn at the CETAC workshop? 

Well, I came to this retreat as a writer who now 
wants to tell a story on film – a risky, expensive 
undertaking. 

Years ago I tried to do so. And like Greg, I too 
had mortgaged my house. While I didn’t lose 
my home, I did lose other things like my car, my 
self-confidence and perhaps even my credibility. 
Through it all I somehow managed to keep my 
sense of humor – barely. 

Now I was here with a different story, a stron-
ger story with a good script. But I needed money 
– $30 million to bring it to the screen.

An artist – like an entrepreneur – has certain
strengths. Creativity. Passion. Tenacity. But I had 
to also address the weaknesses in my material 
as would an engineer or an accountant: financial 
astuteness, strategy and marketing. In fact what 
I had to do is what Homer, Phyllis and Joshua did 
in their proposals – I had to present my business 
case to the investors in a way that showed them 
that their risk was minimized. 

Years ago I had mentors who taught me the 
elements of good story. Today, I’m deeply thank-
ful to have had mentors who taught me the ele-
ments of good business. I like to think that the 
nexus of wind and mountains here is symbolic.

The wind confronts a massive wall of stone and 
blows across the precipice. Everything is dynamic; 
everything interacts with the things around it. 
A tree branch grows a certain way because the 
angle of the wind shifts, because of a precipice or 
because of the angle of the sun. And because of 
that branch, the wind currents around the tree are 
diverted so that a bird might build a nest there in 
shelter – and transform itself from an individual 
into something with a lineage.

So it is at the CETAC workshop.

Terry Moffatt Bruce MacArthur

Don Quist Brent Zettl


